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Press Release

Sangathan (JNSS) - a registered
organization formed by a group of concerned citizens across India under the leadership of Sh.
Denson Joseph today kicked off the most proactive Citizen level response to terrorism. A mass
awareness meeting was conduct~d today at Aggarwal Dharmshala wherein a coercive action plan
tQ counter terrorism was presented upfront through a very high spirited nukkad natak.
Mehrauli,New Delhi, 29th March, 2009. Jagruk Nagrik Suraksha

Sh. Anjan Kumar Samal, the general secretary of JNSS, speaking on 26/11 said coercively that, " we
have erred & India's inaction has hel ed Pakistan to not onl allowenou h time to shift the ISI aided
militant bases but also to secure safe assa e for the bi fish Maulana Mazood,Azhar & other
mast'rminds behind the 26/11 umbai carna e. He quoted that our govt. inspite of legitimate proofs
& having convinced the world community was wrong in stillexpecting the Pakistan's puppet &

powerless Governmentto Act.
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Denson Joseph - President JNSS, describing the aovernment's response to the 26/11 as laraelv
spineless urged on the citizens of this country to wake up & become proactive in securing their life
&the lives of their dear ones 'as the clueless in,telligenceof the country is not worth depending on.
Quoting the 27th Sept. Mehrauli blast he said one more Santosh cannot be allowed to be sl1atched
awayfrom any home& vow~dthat JNSSshall offer the much neededplatformto everycitizento
counterterrorismeffectively.The meetingsawthe institutionof the first ever 50 memberCART
I

(Citizens active response team) which promises to respond to any unfortunate terror attack in
South Delhi within 5 minutes. All the CART members were presented ID cards on the occasion. The
meeting concluded with the team taking an oath on the dias to work hand in hand with the police &
strengthening the policing system through its CIN (Citizens Intelligence Network) to safeguard the
life & property of each & every citizen.
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